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Hard to avoid
joining in this
joyful evening

A drama that
challenges you
how to react

REVIEW The Sound of Music,
Bristol Hippodrome
LIKE many people, I saw The
Sound of Music on telly when I
was a kid; but I’m not a megafan. I’m not a regular musicalgoer either. However, after
watching this show I’m ready to
see more!
The Hippodrome itself is a
flamboyant late-Victorian gem.
The stage mechanics and scenery
changes are fascinating.
All the songs you know and
love are here – from Brown
Paper Packages Tied Up With
String, to The Hills Are Alive, to
the Lonely Goatherd (yodel-ayhee-hoo) – along with a couple I
didn’t remember. And there’s
some charming choreography,
particularly Rolf and Liesl’s
Sixteen Going on Seventeen.
After the obligatory plot-

REVIEW Blue Heart
by Caryl Churchill,
Tobacco Factory theatre
THE Tobacco Factory has moved
its theatre space around for these
two one-act plays. The audience
is ‘in the round’ – all around the
edges – with a large square of
lino in the middle, and a small
kitchen table and four chairs in
the middle of that.
This simple yet effective set is
for the first of tonight’s double
bill – Heart’s Desire – with three
main characters plus several
guests. It’s hard to describe this
without giving it all away but it is
intriguing, fascinating and very,
very watchable. Some parts
divided the audience – with
some laughing at what appeared
to be tragedy, or looking aghast
at stuff that made other people
laugh. It’s clever, and makes you

Nun better: The Sound of Music
setting, the show came alive for
me with the entrance of the seven
children – the Von Trapp family.
The little ones were just as cute as
they should be, and their elders
had presence and likeability.
After a joyful rendition of Doe
A Deer (official title Do-Re-Mi), I
was fully engaged and enjoying
the show. As was the rest of the
audience – someone by me said
she was finding it hard to resist
joining in, and I agreed.
The cast includes Lucy
O’Byrne (as seen on BBC’s The
Voice), and Coronation Street’s
Andrew Lancel. Beccy Golding
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Blue Heart: Drawing you closer
think, and admire the skills of
the actors who deliver this
unusual, tricksy performance.
After the interval the set has
changed for Blue Heart. This also
has double layers of things to
make you think – a plot with a
male lead you should hate but
you end up feeling for – and a
device that draws you in closer
and closer as you try to follow a
story that gets intentionally lost
along the way.
The Tobacco Factory revival
of this 1997 Caryl Churchill piece
now moves to London until
November 19.
Beccy Golding

CLEANING SERVICES

Coming soon to
Nelson Parade,
Bedminster

Carpet/Upholstery
Cleaning

ANTIQUE CERAMICS
c1600-1850

Carpets dry in 30 minutes!

Weekend exhibitions
every month
with items for sale

Current
Offer

£35*
£60*
£80*

UPHOLSTERY

1 Armchair
£20*
1 Sofa
£30*
Rugs
£5 to £20*

Call Nick / Alison at A.Cleaning Service on:

Watch this space!
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES

CARPETS

1 Room
3 Rooms
Whole House

07812 730346

www.a-cleaningservice.com

ELECTRICIAN

Home Audio • Domestic
• Commercial Industrial
Contractor

T: 07894 685 623

W: orbelectrical.co.uk
E: info@orbelectrical.co.uk

*PRICES ARE EXCLUDING VAT

PLUMBER

LOCAL
PLUMBER

• REPAIRS/BURSTS • STOPTAPS
• TANKS, TOILETS
• TAPS, WASHERS • BALL VALVES
• LEAD-PIPES

0117 9564912
**NO VAT**
**O.A.P. DISCOUNTS**
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